familiar with their effects and uses, with the result that when they are called upon to divest themselves of that freedom of opinion and practice which are the privileges of hospital life, and have to deal with the public on terms of equality, they find What he should turn to it is not easy to say. There were schools after Plato, whose members might have been appropriately described as " philosophers at large." Our young medical sceptic should become a " philosopher at large," and found a school for the better instruction of his fellow-countrymen. The truth is that the universal affectaton of scepticism is becoming a little tedious. All the world have not been fools until Agnosticas was born. Very good corn crops were grown before the steam-plough was invented, and probably physicians have done patients good who never heard of the Bacillus Tuberculosis. It is emphatically a sign of rawness and shallowness to think that the nineteenth century lives in the sunshine, but that every other century spent its days in the coal-cellar. It is clear that the young man either has not read the literature of the past, or has not had the sense to separate the wheat from the chaff, the kernel from the husk. We counsel him to go to school again, and before he essays to sweep out the ocean of the world's experience with his little Partingtonian mop, let him at least put on a pair of spectacles, and try to take some kind of measure of the operation he is so foolishly endeavouring to perform.
